We consider two-way amplify-and-forward relaying, where multiple full-duplex user pairs exchange information via a shared full-duplex massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay. Most of the previous massive MIMO relaying works maximize the spectral efficiency (SE). By contrast, we maximize the non-convex energy efficiency (EE) metric by approximating it as a pseudo-concave problem, which is then solved using the classic Dinkelbach approach. We also maximize EE of the least energy-efficient user relying on the max-min approach. We also compare SE and EE of the proposed design with existing full-duplex systems and quantify the significant improvement achieved by the proposed algorithm. We also compare EE of the proposed full-duplex system to that of its half-duplex counterparts, and characterize the self-loop and inter-user interference regimes, for which the proposed full-duplex system outperforms the half-duplex ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ELAY-BASED communication has been extensively investigated to expand the coverage, improve the diversity, increase the data rate, and reduce the power consumption of wireless communication systems [1] . The current generation of relays is predominantly half-duplex, as a benefit of their simplicity in implementation. A half-duplex relay requires two channel uses to send a data packet from the transmitter to the receiver, since the relay cannot transmit and receive within the same time slot. Full-duplex technology is becoming popular as a benefit of its increased throughput [2] . A full-duplex oneway relay [2] transmits and receives at the same time, hence theoretically it doubles the spectral efficiency (SE) of a halfduplex one-way relay [1] .
Full-duplex two-way relaying has recently been extended to multi-pair model [3] - [5] , wherein multiple user pairs exchange their data via a shared relay in a single channel use. A multipair two-way full-duplex relay system has the following inter- ference sources: i) co-channel (inter-pair) interference due to multiple users simultaneously accessing the channel; ii) selfloop interference at the relay and at the users; and iii) interuser interference caused due to simultaneous transmission and reception by full-duplex nodes.
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have become popular, since they cancel co-channel interference by using simple linear transmit processing schemes, such as, zero-forcing transmission (ZFT) and maximal-ratio transmission (MRT) [6] , which significantly improve their SE.
Massive MIMO technology is also being incorporated into multi-pair full-duplex relays for mitigating the self-loop interference at the relay, and the inter-pair co-channel interference [3] - [5] , [7] , [8] . Ngo et al. [3] derived the achievable rate and a power allocation scheme for maximizing the ergodic sum-rate for one-way decode-and-forward (DF) full-duplex massive MIMO-aided relaying. Zhang et al. [4] proposed four power scaling schemes for two-way full-duplex massive MIMO relaying to improve both its SE and its energy efficiency (EE). Zhang et al. [5] developed a power allocation scheme for maximizing the sum-rate of multi-pair two-way full-duplex massive MIMO amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying by using maximal-ratio combining (MRC)/MRT processing at the relay, and by using least squares (LS) channel estimation. Dai and Dong [7] considered a half-duplex multi-pair two-way massive MIMO AF relay and derived closed-form achievable rate expressions and a power allocation scheme for maximizing the sum-rate under realistic imperfect channel state information (CSI). Cui et al. [8] developed power scaling schemes for half-duplex massive MIMO-aided two-way relay systems. The energy cost of wireless network operation has increased to almost 50% of the total operational cost [9] . EE metric, which relies on the Pareto-optimality between throughput and energy consumption, has recently drawn attention as a useful performance measure. EE has recently been optimized for both conventional MIMO [10] and for single-hop massive MIMO systems [11] , [12] . Zappone et al. [11] optimized the downlink EE of a cell-free single-hop massive MIMO system using ZF precoding. Nguyen et al. [12] optimized both the achievable rate and EE of a small-cell based massive MIMO single-hop full-duplex system. It is anticipated that a paradigm shift towards multi-component Pareto-optimization is about to take place, leading to an entire optimal Pareto-front of solutions [13] .
The existing literature of massive MIMO relays, on the other hand, has either optimized the achievable rate [3] , [5] , [7] or analyzed EE [4] , [8] . EE optimization for massive MIMO relaying has not been investigated at the time of writing, except for a recent study in [14] which optimized the asymptotic EE for a multi-pair one-way DF massive MIMO half-duplex relay. A summary of above mentioned massive MIMO relaying systems focusing on SE and EE is provided in Table I . To the best of our knowledge, EE of multi-pair two-way AF massive MIMO full-duplex relay system has not been considered in the literature for a small antenna systems. We consider this problem in this paper. Due to the self-loop interference and the coupled channels encountered in two-way full-duplex AF relaying, the power allocation scheme of [14] cannot be applied to our system. Against this backdrop, we list the main contributions of this paper.
• We derive new bounds for both MRC/MRT and zeroforcing reception (ZFR)/ZFT processing based on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) channel estimation for the full-duplex relay system considered herein. We note that it is non-trivial to extend the results available in [7] to the full-duplex system model considered herein due to the self-loop and inter-user interference. • We optimally allocate power to maximize EE by using the closed-form achievable rate expressions derived. EE maximization, which has a non-convex objective, is solved by proposing an algorithm wherein we first approximate the objective as a pseudo-concave (PC) function, and later choose Dinkelbach's approach to optimize it. This contribution is significantly different from [14] , which considers asymptotic EE optimization for DF oneway half-duplex relay. The achievable rate expressions, and consequently EE optimization, developed herein are applicable to any antenna configuration. Furthermore, the expressions and the analysis developed herein are significantly more complex due to the coupling of channels in AF relaying, and both the self-loop as well as the inter-user interference imposed by the full-duplex nodes. We numerically compare the performance of the proposed EE algorithm to the equal-power approach of [4] . • We also maximize EE by using the max-min fairness criterion; the problem has a non-differentiable objective. We solve this problem by first using the sequential convex programming approach to approximate the objective function by a quasi-concave (QC) function, and later by using the generalized Dinkelbach's method of [15] . We discuss complexity issues of these algorithms and suggest ways to reduce it. • The proposed full-duplex EE optimization framework can also be used for evaluating EE of massive MIMO half-duplex AF systems which has not been investigated in the open literature. We compare EE of both full-duplex and half-duplex systems and numerically quantify the self-loop and inter-user interference values for which a full-duplex system has a better EE than a half-duplex system. We also show the significantly improved EE of optimal power allocation over the equal-power EE analyzed in [8] . Notations: The boldface capital and small letter represents matrix and vector, respectively, C r×s denotes a complex matrix of dimension r × s. The superscript (·) T , (·) H , (·) * denotes the transpose, Hermitian and conjugate operations, respectively. The diag(x) denotes a (square) diagonal matrix with elements x on its main diagonal, I Q denotes an Q × Q identity matrix, and 1 k denotes a 2K × 1 vector consisting of value one at kth row and zero otherwise. The expectation and trace operations are denoted by E[·] and tr{·}, respectively. The notationĥ represents an estimate of the true parameter value xh. The notation CN (0, K) represents a circularlysymmetric complex Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix K.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the multi-pair two-way AF full-duplex relaying shown in Fig. 1 , where K full-duplex user pairs communicate via a single full-duplex relay within the same time-frequency resource. We assume that the user S 2m−1 for m = 1, · · · , K on one side of the relay, wants to send as well as receive from the user S 2m on the other side of the relay. The relay has N transmit and N receive antennas, while each user has one transmit and one receive antenna. 1 We also assume that there are no direct links between the user-pairs (S 2m−1 , S 2m ) due to a high path loss and heavy shadowing [3] , [4] . The users on either side of the relay interfere with each other, due to full-duplex architecture; the interference caused is termed as inter-user interference.
Let T be the length of the coherence interval in symbols. Each coherence interval consists of τ -symbol training interval and (T −τ )-symbol data transmission interval. We will discuss about channel training later in Section III. At the nth symbol in data transmission interval, each user S k , k = 1 to 2K, 2 transmits the signal √ p k x k (n) to the relay, and simultaneously the relay broadcasts a vector x R (n) ∈ C N ×1 to all the users.
Here the term p k denotes the transmit power of the kth user.
The signal received at the relay and at the user S k are given by
Here g k ∈ C N ×1 and f T k ∈ C 1×N denote the channels spanning from the transmit antenna of the kth user to the relay's receive antenna array, and from the relay's transmit antenna array to the receive antenna of the kth user, respectively. We now introduce the matrix G = [g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g 2K ] ∈ C N ×2K and the matrix F = [f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f 2K ] ∈ C N ×2K (to be used later in the sequel). Furthermore we have,
The signal received at the relay and at the users are interfered by their own transmit signal, which is termed as the self-loop interference. In (1) and (2), G RR and Ω k,k denote the self-loop interference channel at the relay and at the user S k , respectively. The entries of the matrix G RR are independent and identically distributed (
, which denotes the inter-user interference channel, are independent and are distributed as CN (0, σ 2 k,i ) [4] , where the set obeys U k = [1, 3, 5, · · · , 2K − 1] for odd k and U k = [2, 4, 6, · · · , 2K] for even k. We also define the vector
The vector z R (n) ∈ C N ×1 and the scalar z k (n) are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) processes at the relay and at the user S k . The elements of z R and the scalar z k (n) are modeled as i.i.d. CN (0, σ 2 nr ) and CN (0, σ 2 n ), respectively. Remark 1: The channel matrices account for both smallscale and large-scale fading; we therefore have G = H u D 1/2 u
Here the small-scale fading matrices H u and H d have i.i.d. CN (0, 1) elements, while the kth element 1 The system can readily be extended for a scenario wherein the relay has different number of transmit and receive antennas. 2 To avoid repetition, we assume that k = 1 to 2K throughout this paper.
of the large-scale diagonal fading matrices D u and D d are denoted as σ 2 g,k and σ 2 f,k , respectively. For the first symbol (n = 1) in data transmission interval, the relay only receives signal from the users, and does not transmit. The signals received at the relay and at the user S k are given respectively as
For the nth symbol in data transmission interval, the relay linearly precodes its received signal y R (n−1) using a matrix W, such that
where α is the amplification factor chosen to satisfy the total power constraint at the relay. The relay's transmit signal x R (n), before applying any self-loop interference cancellation technique, can be re-formulated by iteratively substituting (1) into (4) as
Here s [·] , as discussed in [4] , is a function involving both vector and matrix operations, while ν is the relay's processing delay (ν = 1 in this paper). The relay transmit signal, in the above form which assumes no interference cancellation, is difficult to analyze [4] . The recent full-duplex studies [2] , [4] have shown that the self-loop interference can be significantly suppressed, and the residual self-loop interference at the relay can be modeled as an additional Gaussian noise source. We also apply these cancellation techniques, and replace x R (n) in the self-loop interference term G RR x R (n) in (1) with a Gaussian noisex R (n), which represents the residual self-loop interference with the power constraint E x R (n)x H R (n) = PR N I N [4] . We therefore havẽ
After loop interference suppression, the relay's transmit signal in (4) is re-expressed using (6) as
We observe from (7) that x R (n) now does not have infinite memory of x(n), which was the case earlier in (5) . It is a function of x(n − 1). The time labels from the model in (7) can now be dropped for the sake of brevity. We re-write (7), using (6) , after dropping the labels as
The relay's transmit signal should satisfy its transmit power constraint, so that we have
which leads to
We next re-formulate the signal received at the user S k in (2), by using (8), as
Here we have (k, k ) = (2m − 1, 2m) or (2m, 2m − 1), where m = 1, · · · , K denotes the user pair, which exchange information with one another.
In this work we assume that the relay estimates the channels G and F and uses them to design the precoder W. The relay then transmits the self-interference cancellation (SIC) coefficientf T k Wĝ k for each user, wheref k andĝ k are the estimated channel coefficients. The signal received at user S k after SIC is
Here λ k = f T k Wg k −f T k Wĝ k is the residual self-interference. Before designing the relay's precoder W, we briefly digress to discuss the MMSE channel estimation process.
III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Let T be the length of the coherence interval in symbols. Each coherence interval consists of a τ -symbol training interval and of a (T − τ )-symbol data transmission interval. In the training interval, all 2K users simultaneously transmit pilot sequences to the relay. Let τP ρ ϕ ∈ C 2K×τ denote the pilot symbols transmitted from 2K users, with P ρ being the transmit power of each pilot symbol. The pilots are assumed to be orthogonal so that we have ϕϕ H = I 2K , which requires that τ ≥ 2K [16] . The MMSE channel estimates G and F are given as [3] , [17] 
Here E g and E f represents the estimation error matrices of G and F, respectively. The estimated channel matrices G and F are independent of the error matrices E g and E f , respectively [17] . The rows of the matrices G and F are distributed as CN (0, D u ) and CN (0,
IV. RELAY PRECODER DESIGN
We design our relay precoder based on: i) MRC/MRT; and ii) ZFR/ZFT processing.
A. MRC/MRT Processing
The MRC/MRT precoder using the estimated CSI is formulated as
where T = blkdiag {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T K }. The permutation matrix
permutes the transmit data of each user pair to ensure that it reaches the intended receiver. We next simplify α from (10) in the following proposition, which is proved in Appendix A. Proposition 1: For the MRC/MRT precoder, we have
where
B. ZFR/ZFT Processing
The ZFR/ZFT precoder using the estimated CSI is formulated as
In the next proposition, which is proved in Appendix B, we simplify the amplification factor α in (10) .
Proposition 2: For the ZFR/ZFT precoder, we have
V. ACHIEVABLE SUM-RATE OF MRC/MRT AND ZFR/ZFT PRECODERS In this section, we calculate lower-bounds on the instantaneous sum-rate for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT precoders. The instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the user S k , denoted as SNR k , can be expressed using (12) as (20) (shown at the bottom of this page).
The sum-rate of the system is
Next we derive a lower-bound on the achievable rate using the method of [18] . For the (k, k ) pair, the signal received by the kth user can be written as (see (12))
The relay calculates the value of E f T k Wg k using channel distribution of f k , and g k and feeds it back to the users via low-rate auxiliary feedback channels. The distributions
are determined by estimating D u and D d respectively, which remain constant over multiple coherence intervals, by using independent realizations of G and H [19, p. 260] . We see that the desired signal and the effective noise are uncorrelated. Similar to [16] , we only exploit the knowledge of E f T k Wg k in the detection. We use the central limit theorem to treat the uncorrelated additive noiseñ(k) as the worst-case Gaussian noise, which provides a tight statistical lower-bound on the achievable rate for massive MIMO systems [3] , [7] , [20] . The lower-bound on the achievable sum-rate, consequently,
given by (24) (shown at the bottom of this page) is a lowerbound on SNR k . In (24) , the residual self-interference after SIC (SI), the inter-pair interference (IP), the amplified noise from the relay (NR), the amplified self-loop interference at relay (LIR), self-loop interference and inter-user interference (UI), and the noise at the user (NU), are given as follows:
We further simplify the SNR k expressions for both the MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT precoders. Theorem 1: The achievable rate of user S k for a finite number of receive antennas at the relay relying on MMSE channel estimate based MRC/MRT processing is lower-bounded as
is given by (26) , shown at the top of last page, with
The achievable rate of user S k for a finite number of receive antennas at the relay with MMSE channel estimate based ZFR/ZFT processing is lower-bounded as
is given by (27) , shown at the top of last page, with
k,i =ησ 2 k,i σ 2 nr . Proof: Refer to Appendix D. We now simplify the above lower-bounds derived in (26)- (27) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page, for a half-duplex system at high SNR. The objectives of this simplification are i) to perform sanity check on correctness of the derived expressions; and ii) to provide intuitive insights using these simplified expressions.
We first consider lower-bound for MRC. Now due to half-duplex assumption we have σ 2 LIR = σ 2 k,i = 0 which consequently leads to b
And due to our high-SNR assumption we have
The high-SNR assumption also implies that P ρ σ 2 nr , which consequently suggests based on (14) that the channel estimates are perfect i.e.
With above approximations, the denominator of (28) can be expressed as
Neglecting the terms that are multiplies of 1/N (since for a massive MIMO system, the number of relay antennas N 2K), the simplified high-SNR expression for MRC/MRT processing can be written as
The lower-bound for ZFR/ZFT processing can be simplified on similar lines and is given as
We see that the above expressions are similar to the expressions derived in [7, eqs. (27) and (31)] which considers a half-duplex massive MIMO relaying system. Now, we also know that the MRC/MRT processing maximizes the received SNR by neglecting the inter-pair interference. Furthermore, we observe this in the high-SNR expression of (29), where the noise vanishes and the expression is dominated by the inter-pair interference. It is widely recognized that the ZFR/ZFT processing focuses on nulling out the inter-pair interference and ignores the noise. This is evident from its high-SNR expression in (30) , where the interpair interfere is completely cancelled and the relay noise is present.
Before optimizing the EE in the next section, few remarks are in order.
Remark 2: The closed-form lower-bounds of the achievable sum-rate can be derived for full-duplex two-way massive MIMO relaying systems in the presence of realistic correlated channels. Because of the correlation among the relay antennas signals, while simplifying the expressions of α in (10) and the SNR expressions in (26) and (27), we have to use the following results
where R R and T R are the deterministic non-negative definite matrices, characterizing the receive antenna correlation and the transmit antenna correlation at the relay, respectively. By using similar steps to those in Appendix A-D, the current computations can be extended to more realistic correlated models.
Remark 3: The current system model considers a massive MIMO relay where each antenna is connected to a dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain. This allows us to perform relay precoding digitally. In practice, the number of RF chains, and consequently hardware complexity, can be significantly reduced by connecting each RF chain to multiple antennas [21] . In such a hybrid architecture, the transmit signals are firstly precoded by low-dimensional digital precoding followed by analog (phase-only) precoding using costeffective analog phase shifters. The hardware complexity of the proposed design can also be reduced using such a hybrid architecture.
Remark 4: All the users should be synchronized to the massive MIMO relay. Reference [22] designs a frequency synchronization scheme for the multiuser OFDM uplink relying on a massive uniform linear array at the BS by exploiting the angle of arrival information of users. A similar approach could also be employed to synchronize users with the relay in our model. The frequency synchronization problem can also be alleviated by selecting the best antenna or a subset of antennas. The antenna-selection technique will reduce the complexity of both the synchronization algorithm as well as the overall hardware complexity.
VI. ENERGY-EFFICIENT OPTIMIZATION
We now optimally allocate the power for maximizing EE (in bits/Joule/Hz), which is defined as [4] , [10] , [23] 
The numerator in EE is the SE, which also includes the channel estimation overhead, defined as
The expression of SNR ζ k , where ζ ∈ (mrc, zf) are given in (26) and (27) , respectively. The denominator in EE denotes the overall power consumed by the system [12] 
The terms p k and P R denote the transmit power of user S k and of the relay, respectively. The term P c represents the fixed circuit power used by the system which includes the power required by the transceiver's radio-frequency chain, the oscillator and the power consumption of channel estimation [12] . We assume the power amplifiers efficiency to be unity both at the user and at the relay as in [12] . With this information, we next optimize EE.
A. EE Maximization
EE maximization problem is formulated as
The first two constraints specify the peak transmit power of the user and the relay i.e. P max and P max R respectively. The last constraint specify the total system transmit power P max t . We observe from (26) and (27) that the SNR ζ k is a ratio of a monomial and a posynomial. The numerator of the objective in P1 therefore becomes a ratio of two posynomials, which is not a posynomial and hence non-convex [24, pp. 160-163] . We also note that the constraints in P1 are upper-bounded posynomials and are therefore convex. The problem P1 can be re-cast as
The symbol Γ k = SNR ζ k denotes an auxiliary variable and the term ISNR ζ k denotes the inverse of SNR ζ k , i.e. ISNR ζ k = 1/SNR ζ k . Here we have dropped the constant 1 − τ T from the objective. We use the following result, proved in [25] and [26] , to solve the above problem.
Proposition 3: Consider the concave-convex fractional programs (CCFP) g(x) = u(x)/v(x), with u being non-negative, differentiable and concave, while v being positive, differentiable and convex [26] . Then the function g(x) is a PC and a stationary point x * of g(x) is its global maximizer. The problem of maximizing g(x) is equivalent to finding the positive zero of D(λ), which is defined as
The function D(λ) is convex, continuous and strictly monotonically decreasing and its zero is found using Dinkelbach's algorithm [25] .
We first state the objective of the eventual EE optimization problem, as required by the Dinkelbach algorithm.
We recall the following from [24] : i) the objective in a geometric program (GP) is a posynomial; ii) the inverse of a posynomial is not a posynomial; and iii) the inverse of a monomial is a monomial. Now the first term in the objective function in (37a) i.e.
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(1 + Γ k ) is a product of posynomials functions, and therefore a posynomial. Its inverse in the equivalent objective in (37b) is, however, not a posynomial. Now if the first term in (37a) is approximated as a monomial, its inverse in the equivalent objective of (37b) is also a monomial. The objective therefore becomes a sum of monomial and a posynomial (the second term), which is a posynomial. The approximated problem, can be thus solved as a GP, since its objective and constraints are posynomials.
To approximate the posynomial, we use the following lemma from [27] . 1) For the best monomial local approximation, the parameters Δ k and δ k are given by
2) For all ν k > 0, s(ν k ) ≥ q(ν k ).
Using Lemma 1, the numerator of the objective function in problem P2 can be approximated as
1 +Γ k , whereΓ k is an initial value approximation for Γ k . Given the approximated objective, the optimization P2 can be formulated as follows:
The optimization P3 is now a CCFP. Let us now exploit the monomial approximation and Dinkelbach's algorithm to solve EE problem P3, as illustrated in Algorithm 1. 3
Algorithm 1: EE Maximization Algorithm
Input: Given a tolerance > 0 and the maximum number of iterations L, set m = 1 and λ [1] = 0. Calculate the initial values p k , P R andΓ [1] k by allocating equal power to all users i.e. p k = P R /2K, and P R = P/2. Output: p * k and P * R as the solutions. 1 for m ← 1 to L do 2 Given a feasible p k , P R , compute Δ Solve the GP to calculate p k , P R and Γ k .
Based on the solutions P R and p k of GP, computeΓ k , and Remark 5: The first inequality constraint in Algorithm 1 is added to confine the domain of variables Γ to a region around the current guessΓ [m] [29] . In most practical cases, β = 1.1 provides a good accuracy/speed trade-off for the monomial approximations [27] , [29] .
B. Energy Efficient Optimization Relying on the Max-Min Approach
EE is the ratio of the network's sum-rate and the network's energy consumption. The network-centric EE metric, however, cannot prioritize the EE of individual users. The user-centric weighted sum energy efficiency (WSEE) metric [30] , which is a weighted sum of EEs of the individual users, allows better control of the individual user EE by allocating a different weight to it. The WSEE optimization is a difficult problem to solve because the objective function is the sum of PC functions, which is no longer PC [30] . In this work we focus on another user-centric metric, which is easier to handlemaximizing the EE of the user associated with the lowest EE. The max-min problem we consider can be handled by first using the sequential convex programming approach to approximate the objective function by a QC function, and later by using the Dinkelbach's generalized method [15] , [25] . The max-min optimization can be cast as
Here δ k (p k , P R ) and Δ k (p k , P R ) are calculated similar to (38). The problem P4 is a max-min fractional program (MMFP). We next use the following proposition from [15] and [26] to solve it. Proposition 4: The MMFP optimization problem is stated as
For a non-negative and concave u k , positive and convex v k , for k = 1, · · · , 2K, as well as convex c i , for i = 1, · · · , I, where I denotes the number of constraints, each ratio of the objective is a QC function. Furthermore, if z(x) = min 1≤k≤2K y k (x), so that y k (x) is a QC, for k = 1, · · · , 2K, then z(x) is also a QC function. The auxiliary function of our real variable is defined as
The generalized Dinkelbach algorithm [15] , [25] solves a sequence of convex problems to obtain the global solution of MMFP, as illustrated in Algorithm 2. We next the discuss the computational complexity of both algorithms. Algorithm 2: Max-Min EE Optimization Algorithm Input: Given a tolerance > 0 and the maximum number of iterations L, set m = 1 and λ [1] = 0, calculate the initial values p k , P R andΓ [1] k by allocating equal power to all users i.e. p k = P R /2K, and P R = P/2. Output: p * k and P * R as the solutions.
C. Computational Complexity of the Algorithms
Solve the GP to calculate p k , P R and Γ k .
Based on the solutions P R and p k of GP, computeΓ k , and We see that the overall complexity of both algorithms is dominated by the complexity of solving GP; the other two steps have trivial (and nearly same) computational complexity. Two approaches are used to solve a GP-the interior point method [24] and infeasible interior point algorithm [31] . The standard barrier-based interior-point method of solving a GP has a worst-case polynomial-time complexity, that scales gracefully with the problem size [24] . The complexity analysis of the barrier-based interior point method and of the parameter choices is given in detail in [24] .
The infeasible algorithm proposed in [31] simultaneously solves both the primal and dual GP, and has a competitive numerical efficiency for a wide range of GPs. This algorithm is tested on the most challenging GP problems and it is shown to be faster than the earlier methods.
D. Implementation Issues of Algorithms
We now propose two modifications to decrease the average complexity of solving a GP, which are very important in the context of practical implementations.
• Use large values for the parameter β in both algorithms:
The parameter β > 1 controls the desired approximation accuracy of the monomial. However, it also influences the convergence speed of the algorithms. At every step, each entry of the current SNR guess can be increased or decreased at most by a factor β. A large β can improve the convergence speed of the algorithms, at the cost of reduced accuracy of the monomial approximation. 
, then both p k and the corresponding Γ k values are eradicated in successive GPs.
E. Closed-Form Optimal Solution
We now provide a closed-form power allocation solution for the EE optimization problem. We commence by simplifying the lower-bound for ZFR/ZFT processing by assuming that no interference arrives from the users, i.e. σ 2 k,i = 0. The denominator of the sum-rate in (27) under high SNR assumption of σ 2 n /P R 1, σ 2 n /p k 1, σ 2 nr /p k 1, can be expressed as
Therefore the simplified high-SNR expression of ZFR/ZFT processing is as follows:
The EE can be expressed using (31)-(33), (44) as
The EE maximization problem can be re-written using the following assumption p k = P S for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2K, σ 2 g,k = σ 2 g for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2K, and P R = 2KP S , as follows
The EE in (46a) can be shown to be a quasi-concave function with respect to P S . Hence, by applying the KKT conditions of the EE maximization problem P * we can obtain a globally optimal solution P * S . Using the classic KKT conditions, we have
Therefore, by using (46a) and (47), we obtain the optimal EE as follows
We can similarly obtain a closed-form solution for maximizing EE with MRC/MRT processing.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
We now evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms using Monte-Carlo simulations. We solve these optimization problem using CVX [32] . Let T = 200 be the length of the coherence interval in symbols. During each coherence interval we dedicate τ = 2K symbols to training, and the remaining interval is used for the payload data transmission. For this analysis, we consider a massive MIMO relay system supporting K = 5 user pairs and N = 500 relay antennas. We define η = P max t /σ 2 , where P max t is the maximum total transmit power of the system. For the plots in the sequel, we vary η by fixing the variable σ 2 to unity and then vary P max The maximum transmit power of each user is P max = 10 dBm; and relay is P max R = 23 dBm; and the circuit power is P c = 15 dBm [7] , [28] , [30] . The noise variances are set to σ 2 n = σ 2 nr = σ 2 .
A. Lower-Bound Evaluation for SE
We derived in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 the analytical lower-bounds of the achievable rate for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT with MMSE channel estimation. To demonstrate the validity of these SE (which is equivalent to scaled achievable rate) lower-bounds, we compare them with their exact expressions in (21) for N = 64 and N = 256 relay antennas and K = 10 user pairs. We set P ρ = 10 dBm and allocate equal power to all users i.e. we have p i = P R /2K, for i = 1, · · · , 2K. The large scale fading coefficients σ 2 g,i = σ 2 f,i , for i = 1, · · · , 2K, and the self-loop interference σ 2 LIR as well as the inter-user interference σ 2 UI = σ 2 k,i for k, i = 1, · · · , 2K are set to 0 dB with respect to σ 2 . We see from Fig. 2a that the derived lower-bound and the exact expression overlap for ZFR/ZFT for N = 256 relay antennas. For MRC/MRT, the lower-bound marginally differs from the exact expression. We also observe that SE saturates for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT for high P R values. This is because the relay selfloop interference also increases proportionally upon increasing P R .
B. SE Comparison With Existing Full-Duplex Designs
We note that EE maximization framework considered in this work can also maximize the SE for both MRC/MRT and for ZFR/ZFT processing by maximizing the numerator of the Problem P3 -the modified problem is a GP. The objective of this study is to show the spectral gains accrued by MMSE channel estimation and proposed power allocation by comparing the SE of the proposed system to that of the existing full-duplex relaying system in [4] and [5] . Reference [5] derives the lower-bound and maximizes SE for the MRC/MRT processing alone, whilst relying on LS channel estimation; [4] considers equal-power MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT full-duplex relaying designs.
We commence by comparing the SE to that of the design in [5] . We plot in Fig. 2b , the SE versus P ρ , where we observe that for MRC/MRT processing, the MMSE estimator outperforms the LS estimator [5] both for a lower pilot power P ρ , and a higher noise power σ 2 nr . We also see that the ZFR/ZFT associated with P ρ > 0 dB outperforms MRC/MRT processing. We also note that P ρ = 20 dB maximizes SE for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing. We use this pilot power for our next comparison.
We now evaluate SE by varying η for the proposed algorithm considering both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing. We see from Fig. 2c that the algorithm proposed for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing considerably improves SE, when compared with their counterparts from [4] , which allocates equal power to all users. We also see that with the proposed algorithm the MRC/MRT processing outperforms even ZFR/ZFT for η < 5 dB. Furthermore, the performance of the MRC/MRT processing associated with the proposed algorithm overlaps with that of [5] . This fact can also be justified by observing Fig. 2b , where for P ρ = 20 dBm, the performance of the proposed system and [5] is the same for MRC/MRT processing.
In (29) , we simplified the MRC/MRT lower-bounds for the half-duplex case which we showed that it matched with the existing results in [7, eq. (27) ]. In Fig. 3a we check the sanity of these results by demonstrating that the two bounds numerically also match. We also observe from the figure that the bounds match their asymptotic limits.
C. Full-Duplex Versus Half-Duplex SE Comparison
We now compare SE of the proposed full-duplex system with the existing half-duplex systems in [7] and [8] for different values of self-loop interference σ 2 LIR and inter-user interference σ 2 UI . Reference [8] derives the asymptotic SE and EE of a half-duplex system by allocating equal power to all users; [7] allocates power to maximize SE of a half-duplex system. We first blindly apply the results available in [7] and show that they yield rather optimistic SE results owing to neglecting both the self-loop and inter-user interference. To derive full-duplex SE results from the half-duplex SE results available in [7] , we multiply them by a factor of two. We observe from Fig. 3b that, when both self-loop and interuser interference are set to zero, the SE obtained using the results in [7] and the proposed system matches. In the presence of realistic self-loop interference and inter-user interference, the SE results of [7] are rather different from the current work. Quantitatively, we see from Fig. 3b that even at a low-value of self-loop interference and inter-user interference of 0 dB, results of [7] will over-estimate the SE by 7.5 bps/Hz at a SNR of 10 dB. Furthermore, in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c , we want to investigate the value of σ 2 LIR (along with σ 2 UI ) for which a full-duplex system outperforms its half-duplex counterpart. We observe from Fig. 3b that for a full-duplex system using MRC/MRT processing, the σ 2 LIR dB and σ 2 UI dB should be around 0 dB for it to achieve a better SE than a half-duplex system with optimal power allocation [7] . We see from Fig. 3c that with σ 2 LIR = σ 2 UI = 0 dB, the ZFR/ZFT full-duplex processing has lower SE than its half-duplex counterpart. This is unlike the MRC/MRT full-duplex processing in Fig. 3b which significantly outperforms its half-duplex counterpart for σ 2 LIR = σ 2 UI = 0 dB. A ZFR/ZFT full-duplex requires higher suppression of σ 2 LIR and σ 2 UI for it to perform better than a half-duplex system.
D. Energy-Efficiency Maximization
We now investigate the performance of EE maximization algorithm. The values of the self-loop interference σ 2 LIR and inter-user interference σ 2 UI σ 2 k,j for k, j = 1, · · · , 2K are assumed to be 0 dB with respect to σ 2 . Before investigating the performance, we have to decide the pilot transmission power P ρ , which affects the channel estimation and consequently the overall performance. To determine P ρ , we maximize EE by varying P ρ from −10 dBm to 40 dBm with three different values of η, i.e. −10 dB, 0 dB and 20 dB. We see from Fig. 4a that P ρ = 20 dBm achieves the maximum EE for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing. We therefore set P ρ = 20 dBm for the rest of EE analysis. We also see that a lower pilot power degrades EE performance of ZFR/ZFT processing more than that of the MRC/MRT processing. This is because the ZFR/ZFT processing depends on the composite channels of the users, consequently any degradation in channel estimation will severely affect its performance.
We plot in Fig. 4b , EE versus η for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing. We see that the proposed algorithm yields a higher EE for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT designs than [4] , which derived the asymptotic SE and EE for two-way AF full-duplex relaying systems by allocating equal power to all 2K users. We also see that the achieved EE remains constant for η ≥ 7 dB for the MRC/MRT scheme, since with η = 7 dB, the system achieves the maximum EE. After attaining the maximum EE, the system does not use any additional power, since any additional power usage would reduce EE. We observed this undesired behavior in [4] , where the system keeps using the available power beyond η = 7 dB and hence EE reduces. We also see that for η ≤ 0 dB the MRC/MRT has better EE than the ZFR/ZFT design. In Fig. 4c we investigate the EE by varying the number of antennas N . For this study, we fix the parameters to K = 5 user-pairs, P ρ = 20 dBm and η = 20 dB. We observe from Fig. 4c that the proposed algorithm considerably outperforms the existing full-duplex relaying of [4] , allocating equal power to all users for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing. We also see that as N increases, the achievable EE also increases for both MRC/MRT and ZFR/ZFT processing. This is a benefit of mitigating both the self-loop interference and the inter-user interference. We also see that for lower number of relay antennas N , the MRC/MRT performs better than the ZFR/ZFT, whereas for larger values of N , the ZFR/ZFT starts performing better than MRC/MRT. The reason, as also mentioned in [8] while analyzing the SE, is that the beam formed by the relay relying on ZFR/ZFT and small N values does not point to the target user (since the ZFR/ZFT processing focuses on mitigating the interference). Hence, the effective signal power received by the user is lower than for MRC/MRT processing. However for large N values, the channels of different users become (nearly) orthogonal, and the beams created by the ZFR/ZFT processing are directed towards the target users [4] .
Remark 6: We note that the MRC/MRT design requires complete CSI at the relay. The MRC/MRT design, however, is the simplest transceiver technique, which works well at low SNR, as shown in [3] and [4] in the context of the SE, and in the current work in the context of the EE. We see from Fig. 4 that the MRC/MRT outperforms ZFR/ZFT at low SNR values. Due to its reasonably-good low-SNR performance, MRC/MRT design is widely used in massive MIMO systems [3] , [4] , despite the fact that it requires complete CSI.
E. Full-Duplex Versus Half-Duplex EE Comparison
We now investigate EE of full-and half-duplex relaying for different values of σ 2 LIR and σ 2 UI in conjunction with MRC/MRT processing. We note that EE of an AF halfduplex massive MIMO relaying has not been investigated in the literature. In the proposed framework, EE of halfduplex massive MIMO relaying can be evaluated by setting the self-loop interference and inter-user interference to zero. We observe from Fig. 5a that for σ 2 LIR = σ 2 UI = 0 dB the full duplex system has higher EE than a half-duplex system. However, the half-duplex performs better for σ 2 LIR = σ 2 UI = 10 dB. The proposed EE power allocation algorithm, which works for a half-duplex system, has better EE than the equalpower half-duplex MRC/MRT scheme of [8] . We also analyze the EE upon applying the results of [7] . We note that the authors of [7] , unlike the current work, do not optimize the EE for half-duplex systems. To derive the EE of a full-duplex system using the results of [7] , we allocate equal power to all 2K users, and multiply the EE so obtained by a factor of two. We observe from Fig. 5a that, when both self-loop and interuser interference are set to zero, the proposed algorithm yields a higher EE than that obtained using the results of [7] . This is a benefit of using optimal power allocation in the current work, which is hence not surprising. We also observe that in the presence of the self-loop interference and inter-user interference, the EE result behavior of [7] , is rather different from the optimal behavior documented in the current work. For example, at a self-loop interference and inter-user interference of 10 dB, [7] over-estimates the EE for η ≤ 20 dB, and underestimates it for η > 20 dB. 
F. EE Optimization Under the Max-Min Approach
We now evaluate the performance of the max-min algorithm for ZFR/ZFT processing. For this study, we set both the self-loop interference σ 2 LIR and the inter-user interference σ 2 UI to be 5 dB below σ 2 . We decide the pilot transmission power P ρ , which affects the channel estimation, by solving max-min optimization problem by varying P ρ from −10 dBm to 40 dBm for a fixed η = 10 dB. We observe from Fig. 5b that P ρ = 20 dBm attains the maximum EE for the worst user. We therefore set P ρ = 20 dBm for the max-min analysis. We see from Fig. 5c that the proposed algorithm significantly improves EE of the worst user, when compared with equal power allocation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We considered a multi-pair AF full-duplex massive MIMO two-way relay and designed algorithms to maximize EE, and maximize EE of the user with the lowest EE. We demonstrated the EE improvement achieved by the proposed algorithm for various scenarios. We also exhaustively compared the SE and EE of the proposed full-duplex relaying system to the existing state-of-the-art half-duplex relaying systems, and characterized the values of self-loop and inter-user interference, for which the proposed system outperforms the existing ones.
The proposed algorithms can be used to optimize EE of not only emerging 5G systems but also existing sensor networks, where relays/fusion-nodes enable communication between multiple devices. EE is the ratio of the network's sum-rate and the network's energy consumption. The networkcentric EE metric, however, cannot prioritize the EE of individual users. The user-centric weighted sum energy efficiency (WSEE) metric [30] , which is a weighted sum of the EEs of the individual users, allows better control of the individual user EE by allocating a different weight to it. Future research can consider optimizing the WSEE. Since the proposed analysis and the EE optimization assumes i.i.d. channels, they can also be extended to correlated channels. The current algorithm optimizes the EE using a centralized approach. An interesting line of research is to use distributed approach, wherein each node optimizes its EE using algorithms, such as the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [33] . The current system model assumes an all-digital relay architecture wherein each antenna is connected to a separate RF chain. To reduce the cost and improve EE, a hybrid architecture can be considered at the relay, wherein each RF chain is connected to multiple antennas. The proposed analysis and optimization framework can be readily extended to such hybrid architectures.
APPENDIX A
We first simplify the term E WG RRxR 2 in the denominator of (10) .
Equality in (a) is because i) Tr(AB) = Tr(BA); ii) G RR , G and F are independent; and iii) E G RR G H RR = N σ 2 LIR I N . Equality in (b) is obtained by using the following results:
In deriving the results above, we exploit the facts that
f,2i−1 . We see that the simplification of E WG RRxR 2 , present only in full-duplex systems, is non-trivial. We now simplify the term E WGx 2 in the denominator of (10), which is expressed using (15) as
Equality in (a) is because G and E g are independent and Tr (AB) = Tr (BA). We now simplify first and second term of (50). We first expand first term of (50) as in (51) (shown at the bottom of this page). To simplify (51), we decompose the summation therein for k = 2i or 2i − 1, k = 2i − 1 and k = 2i. For these k values, Eq. (51) can respectively be simplified as
Equality in (a) is obtained using the results in (52). Equality in (b) is obtained by using i) the definition ofΦ i from (49); and ii) the fact that 2K k=1 x k = K j=1 (x 2j−1 + x 2j ), and then by definingΥ
Similarly, we next simplify second term of (50) as
The last term E Wz R 2 in the denominator of (10) is
By substituting the expression of E WGx 2 from (52) as well as (53), as shown at the bottom of this page, and the expressions of E WG RRxR 2 and E Wz R 2 from (49) and (54) respectively in (10), we get (17) . We first simplify the term E WG RRxR 2 in the denominator of (10) as follows:
Equality in (a) is because E ĝ H iĝ i = Nσ 2 g,i , E ĝ H iĝ j = 0 [34] .
We next simplify LIR k :
The first term in (60) is simplified as follows: 
Further using (61) and (62), we obtain the expression for (60) as:
Equality in (a) is obtained by using the following results:
is because 1 T f,k T1 g,k = 1. We next simplify LIR k . Similarly, the other terms in the denominator of (24) can be written as follows: 
Substituting the values obtained from (72)-(78) in the denominator of (24), we obtain (79 
